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Direction of Movement of the Cyclonic Center.—The direction the ccntor of a cyclone travels, wherever it may he located, is substantially the same as that of the higher clouds or of the atmosphere at 4 to 10 kilometers above* sea level. In general, therefore, the cyclones of middle latitudes travel from west to east, with (in the northern hemisphere) a southerly dip over continents and a northerly deflection over oceans. Cyclones, for instance, that develop between latitudes 30° and 45°, in the western United States, usually turn northeast before reaching the Mississippi River. Farther wont they may move east, or even somewhat southeast.
Locus of Maximum Cyclonic Frequency, or Chief Paths of Cyclonic Storms. Probably no part of the earth's surface more than 3° or 4° from the equator is wholly free from cyclonic storms, but the frequency of their occurrence varies greatly with respect to both time and place. Beginning with the West Pacific: During summer and fall many cyclonic storms come from the general region of the, Philippines, or off the coast of China, and move northeast across, or on either side of, Japan. Winter and spring cyclone's enter on this same general course at latitudes 30° to 40°; some, presumably, being of oceanic origin, while* others, obviously, either develop within, or cross over, (-hina. In any case, the general track of these storms is along the Japanese and Kurile Islands, and thence east over the Bering Sea. The main path is then southeast across the (iulf of Alaska, with the storms, including off-shoots from the Aleutian "low," crossing onto the continent anywhere, between latitudes 40° and (i()", but apparently most, frequently in the general neighborhood of Vancouver Island, These Pacific storms usually cross the continent nearly from west to east, dipping slightly south over (.he (Sreat Lakes, and finally leave it by way of Newfoundland. A smaller number of storms from the North Pacific dip far south, somewhat, like (he Mediterranean branch mentioned below, to about latitudes IIJV1 to 40°, but. usually recurve west of the Mississippi and join the main course as they reach the Atlantic. Those that originate in or cross over the central and southern port-ions of the Knifed States, as also those (.hat. come from the (!ulf of Mexico, move northeast and gradually merge their paths with that of the Pa.ciiie storms anywhere from the (Jrcat Lakes to the Newfoundland Banks. ()| her cyclones coming up from the Florida and West. Indies regions follow the coast, not far off shore, and also merge their paths with that of the others in the neighborhood of Newfoundland. Halfway or more a.eross the Atlantic the path of maximum storm frequency breaks up into at least three distinct routes. The main route turns far north, usually by wav of the Norwegian Sea., then southeast, entering Russia, in the neighborhood of the White Sea, and passing; on toward <'entral Asia,. A second route turns southeast and crosses Kurope generally along the

